
**Logging On:** From any computer hooked up to the Internet, start with the Gavilan Library homepage at: [http://www.gavilan.edu/library/](http://www.gavilan.edu/library/)
Click on the Electronic Databases link located on the left side of the screen. This will take you to a listing of our databases. In the second column, click on the link to AccessScience.

Type your topic keyword(s) and click on the search button:

```
global warming
```

On the next screen you will see your results’ listing. The list will be organized according to type: encyclopedia articles, research updates followed by news articles.
There are also related terms in a small dictionary box where you can click on terms and view their definitions.

To view an entire article, click on its title link. To print, click on print view to make the article printer-friendly and save paper. Use the email a link option to email the information. Both the print and email option links are located at the top right side of your full-text article screen.

The AccessScience database includes:

- Over 8,500 online articles the *McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology* 10th edition
- Research Updates from the *McGraw-Hill Yearbooks of Science & Technology*
- 110,000+ definitions from the *McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms*
- 15,000 illustrations and graphics, and bibliographies containing more than 28,000 literature citations
- Content contributed by more than 5000 researchers, including 36 Nobel Prize winners
- Biographies of more than 2,000 well-known scientists from the Hutchinson Dictionary of Scientific Biography®
- The latest news in science and technology from Science News® and ScienCentral® videos
- Continuously updated, fully-searchable, media-rich content, terms, images and videos
- Added illustrations, animations, and image galleries
- Questions answered in our weekly Q&A

If you need help, ask a librarian for assistance.